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Unifying Biology

As a first-year graduate student in zoology in the 1960s, I faced a three-day written exam-

ination that would determine whether I continued in the program. The questions ranged

from biochemistry and molecular biology to ecology and systematics. I faced this prospect with

foreboding, but also with excitement: what a wonderful excuse to learn about animal development

and physiological genetics and other areas of biology that were still new to me! 

A graduate-school experience of that kind has long since gone the way of mimeographs

and slide rules. In most universities, biology is divided among two or more departments (e.g.,

molecular and cell biology and ecology and evolutionary biology), and graduate-student

training is often even more specialized. On some campuses, the undergraduate biology major

has been giving way to specialized tracks or concentrations. This should be cause for alarm.

Specialization often increases efficiency, but at the same time, progress in science is often

accelerated by interpenetration of diverse ideas, perspectives, and knowledge, just as genetic

exchange between populations may provide new genetic substrates for natural selection.

Fragmentation and specialization have costs. The least of these are lost opportunities to

answer questions, for lack of knowledge or understanding that another biological

subdiscipline might provide. The most severe costs have arisen when practitioners of one

subdiscipline denigrate another area as unworthy of effort or support.

Paradoxically, curricula are becoming more specialized even as biology is entering an age

of growing integration. More than ever, ecologists are drawing on biochemistry, molecular

biology, and physiology; systematists have moved en masse to molecular data for phylogenetic

analyses; and almost every subject in evolutionary biology uses molecular tools—whole

disciplines of molecular evolution, evolutionary genomics, and evolutionary developmental

biology have emerged. Conversely, these fields deepen understanding of molecular and

developmental processes. Molecular biologists now routinely analyze the phylogeny of genes

and gene families and use population genetic algorithms to detect the operation of natural

selection on DNA sequences; developmental biologists gain insights from comparative

patterns of gene expression; and comparative genomics illuminates the history and function

of the human genome. Molecular and cell biologists are moving toward integration and

systems biology, a perspective with which organismal biologists have had long experience.

The time has arrived to reassess how specialized the training of biologists—and of

doctors—should be. Granted its traditional emphasis on organismal and ecological biology,

AIBS, more than any other professional organization in the Unites States, has represented the

full sweep of biology, “from molecules to the environment.” Increasingly, AIBS is working

toward the welfare and integration of the biological sciences. BioScience will soon feature

articles on “21st-century Directions in Biology” that will illustrate cross-disciplinary linkages;

the 2007 annual AIBS meeting featured a symposium called “Evolutionary Biology and

Human Health” that included talks on genomics, cancer, and mitochondrial variation; and

AIBS is now strengthening its interactions with other voices for biological science, including

the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology and the American Society of

Microbiologists, to explore ways in which biologists can work together for their communal

benefit. 

Under the inspiring leadership of incoming President Rita Colwell, AIBS will increasingly

move toward the ideal of a truly integrated biology, the science of the 21st century.

DOUGLAS J. FUTUYMA
President, AIBS
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